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Surah Mujadilah  

If you dont know Allah then art of knowing people is useless and no success will 

matter. You want to be successful and you want people to follow you then you 

need to know Allah. You cannot change yourself without knowing Allah. If the 

main purpose of our creation is not met then no other relationship can ever work. 

thats not possible. We need to see where we are with relation to Allah. If you 



have the motto to please people then you can never be successful ever that is one 

of the destructing things.  

You want to be a candy that doesnt raise your blood sugar. You need to change 

from within and it is a process that takes alot of time. You cannot get it by just 

following 1 2 3 steps. What can make you real candy is by strengthening your 

relationship with Allah. Every ayah of surah Mujadilah has the name Allah in it. 

This surah is to cure the society and the people from diseases. It saves you from 

becoming a capsule. Capsule is someone you have to deal with and you swallow it 

and not keep it in your mouth. Both of them are colorful but which is beneficial? 

We all want to be candy. Do not be like a person whom people has to deal with 

and they don't have any other option. Most of the things that we do make people 

sad and it touches the sensitivity of people. You want to go to paradise and you 

treat people like a candy. This week is about tolerance, you need to be more 

tolerant but it will be better if you are grateful to people. Be a good influencer. 

The solution is to attach to Allah. There was a woman who wants to secretly tell 

a matter to Allah and how Allah dealt with all the people and the society.  

Another thing is Ism Allah Khabeer. There are mention of this name in this 

Surah, you need to connect to Allah knowing this name and connecting to Allah 

through this name. Allah Al Khabeer will give you experience of dealing with 

people and how to do it. I want to learn from Allah for our experience.  

The last ayah is about success, you want to learn how to be successful in all your 

relationships around you and how to know to deal with them. Hizb Allah are the 

party of Allah. They are the party of Allah. So what do I have to do to be in party 

of Allah. When it comes from faith it cannot change and it will make you 

successful. Whatever we believe needs to be based on faith and Allah supports 

them. People can be different in various seasons but a Muslim is firm. What is the 

right way to deal; Allah will show and take them to paradise. Do not separate 

your life from Allah if you want success. I want to be party of Allah whom He is 

pleased with.  

Candy and capsule  

Candy and capsule; lets think about the characteristics of people who are candy 

and who are capsules. Which list is bigger? Think and reflect on that.  

Different characteristic of people and how to deal with them? 

The power that we have is from what Allah created us. People are different since 

they are created, their inclination and nature everything is different. The desires 



of people are also different. some children like some things and others don't. the 

nature of the children also varies alot from each other if you notice since 

childhood they are very different. Nabi ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said people are like metal how we have 

gold and silver thats like how people are, why? because this is the nature of 

people and this is since Allah created us. Allah is understanding His creation the 

best. Some people are goo even before Islam and there nature is there with them 

even when they were non muslim. We are not just the body but also there is a 

connection of souls and people chose people who are conected to souls. the souls 

are connected and they have recruited soldiers and they have an assigned task 

that they need to fulfill it. Every soul is like how we feel towards to the soul that 

are connected to us. This makes us to accept everyone and be patient with each 

other. The souls recognize each other and they find familiarity with each other. 

When the souls are denying each other then you feel a disconnect. Human beings 

are not simple they are very complicated. This hadith by itself has a lot to it.  

 

Allah created Adam and his offspring has different colors that is how Allah 

created adam, its not only the color but also the behavior that is different. 

Imagine how many variations we have in human beings. This is the Qudra of 

Allah. This is the human being created from this. We all love to be special and 

this is common in us. The baby also wants to be special and we also want to live 

forever. Nabi ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said dont deal with people with your views but according to their 

level and what they like and what attracts them. You dont need to be focused on 

what you feel is right but rather look at their level. Its not about just praying 

rather also how you deal with people. Nabi ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص knew that abu sufyan loves to be 

praised so he said whoever  enters the house of abu sufyan will be safe and then 

this made him a support to the prophet.  

People are all same and they all human beings have four things. when you deal 

with humans you are dealing with four things 

1) Insaan (Humans) 

2) Rooh (soul) 

3) Aqalihi (Brain) 

4) Mshairah (Emotions) 

You need to deal with people considering all these factors. You are not dealing 

with people with only one angle. You need to consider everything and be 



considerate. You cannot miss out on one of the factors rather you need to focus on 

all of them. Nabi ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص dealt with people by considering all these four things. Some 

people deal with people only focusing on their souls and this is wrong. If one of 

the things is missing then it will affect your relationship. You should be 

considering their emotions and you are gentle and nice to them.  

 

Types of people  

1) Mutarrid  

 This person is not hesitant and is very clear and doesnt lie. 

 He cares about achievement and goals.  

 He takes very quick decsions and is not having options rather sticks to one 

point.  

 Not looks at details 

 doesn't care about emotions of people  

 He is very particular abut work but doesnt care about family.  

A person shouldnt be like this, we should be tolerant.  

 

2) Tahlili  

 analyzing  

 organized 

 enjoy beings alone 

 You cannot convince him 

 Hs is not dreamy person 

 Constant to reach to goal 

 Thinks alot before doing anything 

 Take decisions without asking anyone.  

 Love to develop but doenst want to invent. 

 

3) Tabeeri 

 Creative mind 



 Depends on feelings 

 Likes to be among people 

 Vast in imagination 

 Like to counsel 

 Extremely sensitive quickly loves and hates 

 

4) Wuddi 

 Loving and passionate  

 enjoy love of others 

 warm in relationship 

 Loves team work 

 Not adventurous.  

 

Types of personality in Quran: 

Surah Tawbah 47  

 

 

These are the people who cause confusion and spread confusing things. for 

example you are doing your work and they will come and say you know what 

happened and this happened. You dont need these kind of people when you work. 

if they come then they will increase you in problems. You dont want such friends.  

 

 

Surah Muhammad  



 

Al Munfaila 

Second one are the ones who get influenced very quickly and they react very 

quickly and they et affected very easily. They react very quickly. You should cool 

them down and dont act like them.  

 

Surah Nisa 142-143 

 

These are the one who are not having one thing, they are always hesitating. This 

is a charactersitic of munafiq they are not able to decide and they keep changing 

from yes to no and these people need special treatment and everybody needs to be 

nurtured according to this. This is to understand what it is.  

 

SuraH Nur ayah 15-16  



 

These people cannot keep the secret with them. As soon as you tell them 

something they tell it to others. They are the broadcasters, they keep telling each 

other and create problem, they need to be stopped and we shouldnt listen to such 

people.  

 

Surah Ale Imran ayah 154  

 

 



When you understand any bad character in Quran then you should want not to be 

like them at all. those people who are thinking bad about Allah are those who are 

negative. Imgaine you have to be with someone like this.  

 

Surah Rum  

 

Then the next is someone who always denies the blessing and they are ungrateful 

for their blessings from Allah. They dont count the blessing of Allah.  

 

Surah Nur  

 



 

These people are moody people and their mood keeps changing and their 

behavior changes according to their mood. its very difficult to deal with such 

people ad you can never predict on how to deal with them. they focus on their 

desires, if it is something that they like then they are in a good mood or else if 

they dont have any beneift then they will not come to you.   

Surah tawbah 

 

These people are joking about everything. They are not serious about anything. 

This is also a characteristic of the munafiqeen. These people dont have Taqwa. 

Taqwa is not to follow desires. 

 



 

These people are always afraid and scared to take challenge.  

Munafiqoon 

 

 

They are always in stress that something bad will happen to them and they are 

stressed about everything on them.  

 

Practical applications: 

When dealing with people you need to talk to the people with their interest and 

you need to build a bridge. If your son likes football then you talk about that to 

him. You need to accommodate people according to their level. You need to have 

a good relation with the people around you. You need to observe that what people 

like and what they want to talk about. You need to make a bridge of what others 

like. This is the art of dealing with people. This is not considered to be useless 

talk. Our religion is not restricting rather it accommodates everyone. You should 

be silent till they speak, that's the way of the prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص. Our religion is 

commanding us to treat people with goodness.  



 

 


